Dear Michael

Many thanks for your quick and fruitful evaluation

Best wishes

Bruno

Michel Hendrickx a écrit :
Bruno CORBARA
LMGE/UMR CNRS 6023
c/o Université Blaise Pascal
34, Avenue Carnot
63037 Clermont-Ferrand cedex - FRANCE

I am returning the revised MS with some comments and changes made directly in the MS text using the Tracking system.

Only some details.

My major issue is related to the terminology used with the sternum plates. In several cases the width of St 3 and St 4 are compared, but it is not always clear how the anterior width of St 4 is to be measured (i.e., when the two plates are fully contiguous). Besides, the curved lateral margin makes it very difficult to decide where to make the measurement. What happens in the case of M. jubata and M. pauxilla? How do we measured the anterior width of St 4? It is rather tricky.

Otherwise, the MS is fine and should be accepted without further problems.

Yours truly. (Please acknowledge)

ME Hendrickx

/Certains chefs sont comme les nuages: dès qu'ils disparaissent, la journée devient plus ensoleillée ... /*(Anonimo)
*/Cuando la situación es adversa y la*/esperanza poca, los cambios drásticos son más seguros. */(Tito Livio)